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Throughout this note, F will denote a field. If K i; an extension field of F, then 
tr.deg. K/F will denote the transcendence degree of K over F, with the convention 
tha; this is 00 if K does not have finite degree of transcendence over F. If R is a 
commutative ring with non-zero identity, then dim R denotes the classical Cull 
dimension of R, i.e. the supremum of lengths of chains of prime ideals of R if this 
supremum exists, and 00 if it does not. 
In [3], the first author proved that, if K and L are extension fields of F, then 
dim(KaF L) = min (tr.deg. K/F, tr.deg. L/F). 
This result leads naturally to the following question. If K,, KZ, . . ., K, (n 3 2) are 
extension fields of F, then what is the dimension of the ring K, @,K, !&* l l B~K”? 
When considering this problem, one may assume that the Ki are indexed so that, it 
ti denotes tr.deg.Ki/F for i = 1,. . ., n, then t ,2f$+* 2 tn. The above question is 
therefore answered by the following theorem. , 
Theorem. Let MI, Kz, . . ., K,, (n 2 2) be extension fields of F and let ti = tr.deg. KilF 
f or i = 1,. . ., n. Assume that tr 2 t2 2 l l l 3 t,,. Then 
dim(K,qpFK2~F”‘~FKn)= t2+ t3+-+ tn. 
(Here, the usual conventions that 00 + 00 = 00, nnd 00 + t = 00 for all integers t, aye 
employed.) 
The purpose of this note is to present a proof of this theorem. It sometimes 
happens in mathematics that a generalization of a result leads to a simpler proof, 
and this is the case here: the above theorem was initially proved by the first author, 
but the second author produced such a substantial improvement and shortening of 
the first author’s original proof that a joint paper seemed the most appropriate 
course of action. 
Throughout the note, Kl, K2,. . ., K,, (n 2 2) will denote extension fields of F. We, 
shall use some of the easy preliminary results from [3, §2] and, in addition, the 
following two lemmas. 
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Lemma 1. Suppose that i is an integer with 1 G i s n and K: is a subfaeld of K, with 
F c K: c Ki. Then 
Ifi in addition, Ki is algebraic ouer Ki, then 
Proof. Let A denote the F-algebra K, @F. l * BFKi-, @FKi+, @F* l l &&. Then 
~ow~~e~, Ki@FA s Ki@KI(K: @FA), and so the result is immediate from [3, 2.2 
and 2.41. 
Lemma 2. Suppose that, for i = 2, . . ., n, we have Ki = F(u,,, ui2, . . ., uici ), 
with uily &2, l l -9 &t, algebraically independent over F. Let 
X2,, X22, . . ., X2h, X3,, & . . ., X3t,, = . ., X,,,, Xn2, l . ., X,,t, be indeterminates indepen- 
dent over K, and let A be the ring of polynomials in these indeterminates with 
coefficients in K,. For i = 2,3 , . . ., n, let S, be the mwltiplicatively closed subset of A 
given by Si = FiXi,, Xi29 . . ., Xiti ] - (0); let S be the multiplicatively closed subset of A 
generated by Urz2 Si. (Thus S = (S E A : s = ~2~3 l l l s,, for some si E Si 
(2 s i G n)).) Then 
&@FK~@F*.* @FK”=K, @FI;(UZI,~~~~ U2tr)~~“'~~F(Unl,..., U,t,,)zS” A. 
Prod. There is an isomorphism of &-algebras 
for which [(Xij) = 18.. -8 1 g Uij 8 1~ l l l Q 1 for all j = 1,. . ., ti and i = 2,. . ., n. If 
we now follow this by the natural injective ring homomorphism 
+ K, BFF(u~I,. g #, UZ~~)BP* l l QPFF(u~I, l l '9 Unt"), 
we obtain an injective ring homomorphism 
It is now easy to see that one may apply [l, 3.21 to q to produce a ring isomorphism 
S-‘A -+K,&=&@F’ l *&km. 
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Proof of the Theorem. We deal first with the case in which tz is finite: this, of 
course, ensures that f3,. . ., t, are all finite. By repeated use of Lemma 1, we may 
suppose that Ki is a pure transcendental extension of F for each i = 2,. . ., rz. Hence, 
by Lemma 2, it is enough to show that if X2,, . . ., Xz12, X3,, . . ., Xst3, . . ., X,,,, . . .) Xnl, 
are indeterminates independent over K,, if A denotes the ring of polynomials in 
these indeterminates with coefficients in Ki, if Si = F[Xii, Xiz,. d ., Xti ] - (0) for 
i = 2,. . ., ti, and if S is the multiplicatively closed subset of A generated by UY=-, Si, 
then S-’ A has dimension ft + t3 + 9 l l -t tn. It is clear that 
dim(S-‘Al< t2+ t3+ l *+ t,,. 
Since t, 3 t2, we can find elements ul, v2,. . ., of E K1 (with t 2 tz) which are 
algebraically independent over F. Let 8 : A + K, be the K,-algebra homomor- 
phism for which 0(X,,) = vi for all i = 1,. . ., t, alId i = 2,. . ., n. Then 0 is, of course, 
surjective, so that ker 6 is a maximal ideal m of A. We show next that S n m = fl. 
Suppose this is not the case. Then there is an integer i with 2 6 i s n and an 
element Sj = Si (Xi*, Xi23 . . ., Xiri ) E Si which belongs to wt. This means that 
Si (VI9 V29 l l l 9 vti ) = 0. But si has coefficients in F and vl, v2,. . ., v,, are algebraically 
independent over F. Hence si = 0, and this provides a contradiction. Hence 
Sfht=0. 
Since the height of a maximal ideal of a ring of polynomials in a finite number of 
indeterminates with coefficients in a field is equal to the number of indeterminatcs 
[2, Chairitre III, Proposition 151, we see that dim A, = f2 + c3 + l + t,. It follows 
that 
dim(S’A)= tz+ t3+-+ tn. 
It remains to deal with the case in which f2 = ~0: 
t, = 00, too. Let 1 be an arbitrary positive integer. 
this, of course, ensures that 
Then we can find elements 
WI, u2, . . ., u, E Ii2 which are algebraically independent over F. By repeated applica- 
tion of Lemma 1, it follows that 
However, by the first part of this proof, 
AS this is true for all positive integers q, we see that 
This completes the proof of the Theorem. 
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